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On 4/26/86 at 1628 hours, the unit tripped from 100% power due to a core protection calculator (CPC)
generated low departure from nucleate bollMg ratio (DNBR) trip 1h 2 out of 4 channels of the reactor
protective system. No post trip plant response abnormalities were noted. The emergency feedwster
system actuated on normal post trip steam generator level response. The plant was stabilized in hot
standby (mode 3) conditions within 1 hour of the trip. The reactor trip was due to application of a
large penalty factor to the value of minimum DNBR calculated by the CPCs as a result of tripping
reactor coolant (RCP) 2P-320. 2P-320 tripped due to a trip of the RCP motor breaker on a greund fault.
The cause of the ground fault was a long term degradation of the '8' phase surge capacitor for the RCP
motor. This degradation has been attributed to moisture intrusion through the capacitor insulation or

,

" tracking". Corrective action included maintenance checeout of RCP motor, power leads, and breaker I
and replacement of all 3 surge capacitors (one for each phase) for the 'O' RLP motor. Future
corrective actions include replacement of the surge capacitors on the otner 3 RCPs during the next
refueling outage. This event was an uncomplicated reactor trip and posed no threat to the health and
safety of the gene:ql public. A similar reactor trip on RCP trip was reported in LER 50-369/86-004.
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I. Description of Events

A. Unit Status

Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 ( ANO-2) was operating at 100% power with reactor coolant System
(RCS) averaga temperature of 580 degrees Fahrenheit and pressurizer, pressore of 2250 psia.

B. Component Identification

25 KV AC Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) surge capacitors; EII$ identifier = EA/FC - CAP /$PP.

The capacitors involved serve to isolate the ACP motor windings from voltage surges that
could damage the pump motor. The capacitors accomplish this by providing a grounded path for
each phase (the pump motors are three phase units) for excess line voltage before the motor
" sees" this excess voltage. The capacitors used at ANO-2 are manufattured by Westingbouse
and are model number 634A269A01, radiation resistant, 25 KV, dry type ceramic capacitors.

.

C. Sequence of Events

On 4/26/86 at 1628, ANO-2 tripped from 100% power on 2 out of 4 channels of the Core
Protection Calulators (CPCs) indicating icw departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR).
The computer generated sequence of events showed the following sig-nificant details:

16:28:57:00 - 2P-320 breaker status indicates tripped.

16:29:58:44 - Channels 1 and 3 of the reactor protective system (RPS) tripped on indicated
low DNBR.

16:28:58:46 - Reactor trip breakers tripped.

16:28:58:62 - Main turbine generator tripped.

16:29:12:78 - Normal post trip steam generator level shrink reaches emergency feedwater
(EFW) low level actuation setpoint and EFW is initiated.

Post trip response was normal. All components functioned properly. RCS heat removal was
accomplished by the steam generators and main condenser utilizing the steam dump and typass
control system (SDBCS). The stese FFW pump was manually secured at 1632 hours af ter
verifying steam generator levels increasing. Feedwater was supplied to the steam generators
by the 'A' main feedwater (MFW) pump and the motor driven EFW pump. The plant was stabilized
in normal mode 3 operations within the hour. An investigation into the cause of the RCP trip

4 and subsequent reactor trip was initiated. Upon establishirq and correcting the cause of the '

2r 320 trip the plant was restarted on 4/27/86.

II. Even* taase

A. Event Analysis

The reactor trip that followed the pump trip was due to application of a large penalty factor
to the value of minimue DNBR Calculated by the CPCs. Penalization of the calculated value of
DNBR is a design conservatism that assures a DNFR trip is generated whenever the RCS mass
flow rate is reduced due to the reduction in the number of operating reactor coolant pumps.
The CFC post trip data was analyzed and the following results were shown:

CPC 'A' DN8P Values:
Calcuiated minimum DN8R value - 1.503 Penalized DNSR value a 0.1503

CPC 'B' DNBR Values:
Calculated minimum DNBR value - 1.528 Penalized DNBR valye - 0.1528

CPC 'C' GN3R Values:
Calculated minimue DNBR value - 1.525 Penalized DNER value - 0.1525
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These results show that the penalized DNBR value was well below the trip setpoint of 1.25 andresulted in a teactor trip.

At the time of the reactor trip the 'D' channel RPS DNBR and LPD functions were bypassed asthe 'D' CPC tiad been declared inoperable at 0918 on 4/26/86 due to electrical noise in the
ECS hot leg temperature input (To) to the 'D' CPC. This noise resulted in DN8R and LP0 trips
in this channel on a continuous Basis, therefore no post trip date was available.

The cause of the RCP trip was a ground fault relay actuation as indicated by this " flag"
teing actuated in the ground fault felay cubicle at the pump breaker. A containment building
entry was made et 1752 hours on 4/26/86 to investigate the cause of the ground fault and it
was determined that the 'B' phase surge c,apacitor had failed to ground. No evidence of fire
was found .and subsequent continuity checks of the pump and power cables proved satisfactory.
The failure had apparently propagated over a long period of time because the precursors to
tfils event existed as trach as a month prior to the event date in the form of electrical
interference in the T inp9t to 'D' CPC which caused spurious DNBR and LPD trips in the 'D'g
channel RPS. As tne condition continued to degrade the spurious trips grew more frequent.
On the dar of the trip, the electrical interf.erence becaine continuous and was observed to
interfere with other plant instrument parameterb Also, a high stator winding temperature
alars was reCef ved Qn 'O' RCP at 1400 hours on 4/26/86.

8. Root Cause

Ecot cause for this event appears to be a gradual 4f electric breakdown in the 'D' RCP 'B'
phase surge capacitor which initially resulted in intermittent electrical arcing. The radio
freGuency noise generated by thi$ arcing would explain the electrical interference observed.
As the dielectric degradation in the capacitcr continued to increase, the arcing occurred
more of ten and became more intense. On 4/26/86 the degradation reached the point that the
capacitor failed catastrophically to gronnd resulting in the actuation of the ground fault
relay for the 'G' RCP breaker. This actuatiQn tripped the breaker and pump and caused the
relictor to trip on CFC generated IUw ON5R. The cause of the dielectric breakdown has been
attributed to moisture tr.trysion through the capacitors insulation or " tracking".

C. Basis for Reportability

Ti.is event is being reported urder the br.nvisions (,f 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv). The trip of the
'D' RCP resulted in an unanticipated actuation of the Engineered $afety features Actuation
Systee./ Reactor Pro *ection System. The event was an uncornplicated reactor trip and posed no
threat to the health and safety ef tha general public.

I Ill Curisctive Actions

A. Immediate

immediate correstin actions consisted of verifying all the reactor trip safet.y functions of
the emergency operating prc,cedure. This resulted in placing the plant in a safe shutdown
conditico (mude 3 eperations). Included in this action was establishment of normal primary
6.c recendary heat transfer utilizing the steam generators, the SDBC3, and rain condenser with
fudwater beirg supplied by the electric motor driven EFW pump. These conditions were
estab115ned and maintained wit.hin I hour of the trip.
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B. Subsequent

Follow up actions included containment entries to identify the cause of the RCP ground f ault
and to evaluate the extent of any damage that had been done. The surge capacitor on each
power lead phase to the 'D' RCP was replaced with a new capacitor. The motor and power leads
were continuity checkc1 (meggered) for damage and the pump motor breaker was verified
operable. Extensi- conversations were initiated with the capacitor vendor to ascertain root
cause and to estab.ish appropriate procedures regarding change-out frequency of these
capacitors to prevent recurrence. Maintenance repair activities on the 'O' RCP components
were completed at 1400 hours 4/27/86 and the pump was verified operable. The plant was
returned to power on 4/27/86.

C. Future

The capacitor manufacturer has made certain recommendations concerning corrective actions to
prevent recurrence which will be included in plant procedures. Additionally, the surge
capacitors for the other 3 RCPs will be replaced during the next refueling outage. An
engineering evaluation has been initiated to determine the feasibility of removing the surge
capacitors.from the pump motor power circuit. Action toward removal of these components will
be evaluated based in part on industry experience in this regard.

IV. Additional Information

A. A similar event of a reactor trip due to an RCP trip was reported in LER 50-368/86-004. No
supplemental report is planned.
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ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
POST OFFICE BOX 551 UTTLE ROCK. t,RKANSAS 72203 (501) 371-4000

May 27, 1986

2CAN058609

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Licensee Event Report
No. 86-007-00

Gentlemen:
.

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), attached is the subject report
concerning the automatic reactor trip due to the trip of a reactor coolant
pump motor resulting from a ground fault.

Very truly you s,

t

J. Ted Enos, Manager
uclear Engineering and Licensing

JTE/RJS/sg

Attachment

cc: Mr. Rcbert D. Martin
Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011
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